OCEAN BURGER

18x75g • OMNOBUR •

This crispy golden breadcrumb
coated, flaky fish-less burger is a
stunner. Pan or deep fry or bake
it in the oven. Pair it with a tangy
slaw and you'll have bossed it
(burgerwise).

Seedbank
Recipe Suggestion
Ocean Burger with
a Crunchy Slaw

Get these exclusive
Omni recipes now from
seed-bank.co.uk
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OMNISEAFOOD SERIES

THERE'S MORE!

Looking for Omni's
mind-boggingly good
plant-based pork?
Head over to
vegexp.co.uk/omni-pork
for the full range!

Get great plant-based
food on your menu today:

01923 249 714

vegetarianexpress.co.uk seed-bank.co.uk

O

Vegan
Does not contain gluten
Organic
Frozen
Chilled
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AVAILABLE FROM

VEGETARIAN EXPRESS

If you’re looking for a plant-based
option for some of the nation’s
favourite dishes it’s got to be more
than just good, right?
Well, we’ve landed them. Omni’s
new seafood series has reached a
new milestone in fish-less dishes and
is quite simply Om!azing.

CL ASSIC FILLET

30x50g • OMNCLFIL •

These uncoated fish-less fillets have a
familiar fishy texture and flavour,
and come in consistent portions ready
for you to add to any dishes in
which you'd use a white fish
fillet. Can be cooked from
frozen and are perfectly
at home in the pan,
deep fryer or oven.

Seedbank Recipe Suggestion
Roast Fish Fillet, Caper Brown Butter,
Asparagus, Charred Lemon

OCEAN FINGERS

40x25g • OMNFIFIN •

Flaky texture of white
fish in a superb crunchy
breadcrumb coating. Great
for kids or for a grown up
taco or po boy baguette.

Seedbank
Recipe Suggestion
Omni Fish Fingers Baja Taco

And, as the original plant-based
foodies, we should know.
SIMPLY MADE.
With a short, clean ingredient deck of
non-GMO soy, pea and rice, with no
additives or flavourings, this is plant-based
magic at its purest!
SIMPLY PREPARED.
This is plant-based made easy for the busy kitchen.
Perfectly portioned, individually frozen and can be
plated up in under 5 mins.
SIMPLY DELICIOUS.
With a true taste of the sea, flaky textures
and authentic coatings and batters.
Customers will choose it for its taste,
not just because it’s plant-based.

Loving Omni? Follow them
@omnifoods.uk

GOLDEN FILLET
20x75g • OMNGOFIL •

One of the Nation's favourites! This
battered, fish-less wonder has an amazing
cod-like flavour and texture and cooks up
in under 5 mins. Just add a splash of cider
vinegar and a sprinkling of sea salt.
Seedbank Recipe Suggestion
Southern Fried Omni
Fish Fillet With Hot Sauce

OMNI CRAB CAKE

12x30g • OMNCRAB •

These cakes make a classic
starter or classy main. Whether
you pan fry these from thawed
or frozen they seal really
well onthe outside
giving acrispy,
authentic texture.

Seedbank Recipe Suggestion
Omni Crab Cake with Dill Mayo and
Crispy Capers

